DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 16L/R, 17: Climbing right turn on a heading between 280° CW
340° as assigned by ATC, thence. . . .
TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 34L/R, 35: Climbing left turn on a heading between 340° CCW
310° as assigned by ATC, thence. . . .

. . . .on RADAR vectors to cross BUBBY at or above 11000, then on track 054° to RUGGD,
then on (transition). Maintain FL230 or lower filed altitude. Expect filed altitude 10 minutes
after departure.

HOLTR TRANSITION (RUGGD1.HOLTR)
MEEKER TRANSITION (RUGGD1.EKR)
MYTON TRANSITION (RUGGD1.MTU)
PETY TRANSITION (RUGGD1.PETY)
ROCK SPRINGS TRANSITION (RUGGD1.OCS)